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1 Introduction

In previous papers [CAS85,CA586], we described our aims in
designing Infogame. , a management game for research and
education in information systems. The present paper contains the
actual description of the first version of Infogame, that will be
used for the study of decision support systems. Because design
and programming will be done by one person, this is not a
detailed specification, but a working document that will be
regularly updated to retain complete compatibility with the
program as implemented. Topics of interest for a broader sudience
(e.g., the labor market model) will be detailed in separate
papers.

Acknowledgement: Z ~aant to thank prof. Jack P. ICleíjnen for his
comments on an earlter version of this paper.

1.1 Overview of the ~;ame

For an overview of the game we take the view of the player in a
management game. For simplicity, we will use the words "he" and
"his" instead of "he or she" and "his or her" when describing
this player. As an aside, it should be mentioned that studying
the reactions of female players is especially worthwhile. At the
start of the game he receives information on a hypothetical world
(a world that resembles the real world, but reflects the
prejudices of the designer and the game administrator, just like
Dallas and Dynasty), as well as instructions about his possible
moves in this world. Entities such as materials, machines and
ordinary workers, and processes involving only such entities, are
represented by the simulation program. Moves calling for
interaction with such entities are entered into a computer
program.

' Orígiaally, the name "InPolab" has been used for the game, but
thia nnme wae already i n use for another project.
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Apart from interaction in markets, which is described in section
3, there is no interaction between players in Infogame.
Intercompany transactions, such as loans, sales of factories,
joint ventures, or mergers, are not implemented.

Time in the game is divided into rounds; each round contains a
thinking or decision period and a simulation period. The decision
period is used for making and entering decisions; the simulation
period is used by the game program to compute the results of
decisions. Each round, typically consisting of a decision period
of half an hour and a simulation period of five minutes,
represents a month or e year in the real world. The relation
between time in the game and time in the simulated world is
illustrated by Fig. 1. As explained in section 2, an internal
time stsap is attached to all events.

FI G 1: REAL TI ME VS SI MULATED TI ME
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The simulation program produces output for the players which may
be used for decisions in the next round. A salient feature of
Infogame is that its reports contain uncondensed data, that can
be used for decision making only after processing by the player.
Reports are in machine-readable form so they may be processed by
program packages.

Infogame simulates manufacturing companies in a number of
consumer markets. Zn some markets, products can be delivered from
stock; in other markets, only production to order is allowed. To
start production, a firm first has to choose a technology; then
it must install machines, engage workers and acquire materials.
One type of product can be produced with different technologies
and one technology can be used to produce different products.
This poses a nummer of planning and scheduling problems.
Aggregate planning will be the task of the player; low-level
scheduling will be performed by the simulation program.

Payments from consumers will be received automatically according
to credit terms chosen by the player. Payments to creditors and
workers will be made only if enough cash or credit has been
provided. Lack of cash can have serious consequences, such as
nondelivery of materials, worker quits, and ultimately
bankruptcy.
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2 Special characteristics of Infogame

2.1 Larqe number of events

In a gaming round, Infogame simulates a far larger number of
events than conventional management games. This will be
implemented by event-driven simulation. A timestamp will be
attached to any event, such as the reception of a consumer order,
payment for materials, arrival of new workers, and so on. This
approach was chosen for the following reasons:

First, the detailed reports that will be supplied to players may
be interpreted more naturally when events can be timed like real
world events. This is important, because instruction manuals
should describe only in which respects the simulated world
differs from the real world. Second, it is difficult or
impossible to analytically compute the results of interactions
among different types of events. This is shown by the limited
results of analytic queuing theory, which is applicable only to a
few simple models. Moreover, mathematical models tend to study
equilibrium states, whereas we need data on states after a
specified number of events [GR085J. Generally, analytical methods
like queuing theory are used as an alternative to simulation,
rather than as a technique within simulation modelling.

An example

The behaviour of consumers buying a single unit of a product from
a large stock can be modelled as a Poisson process. We can
compute total sales either by simulating all sales separately,
using the negative exponential distribution to draw the time of
the next sale, or by drawing the total number of sales from the
corresponding Poisson distribution for a given span of time.
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Now a slight complication is added: Sales are no longer from
existing stock, but from production, which is also a Poisson
process. If no stock is available when a sale can be made, a
stockout occurs. For this system, total sales, total production
and total stockouts for a given period can be computed without
difficulty by simulating all sale and production events
separately. However, even for this simple problem, an analytical
distribution for the cumulative results is not known to exist
[WIN86]. For interactions in Infogame, which usually involve
three or more independent processes, it is even less likely that
analytical distributions will be found.

Moreover, from a modelling and programming point of view, event-
driven simulation is an established technique in discrete event
simulation. Programming techniques for maintaining event lists
will be discussed in section 4.

2.2 InteraCtion among processes

A simulation program is an algorithm transforming inputs into
outputs. When the simulation program is formulated, all physical
inputs and outputs have already been translated into data. In a
management game, the player, who provides the input, does not
know how the simulation model is built, he can only observe the
results of his inputs and use qualitative knowledge obtained from
briefing sessions. Accordingly, a simulation model is equivalent
to a cryptographic system with a fixed key [KON81]. This results
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Simulation program as a cryptographic system

plaintext simulation ciphertext
program
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Player inputs are equivalent to plaintext. Program output is
equivalent to ciphertext, which some managers might well
consider an apt description for financial statements and related
accounting materiel. The task of the cryptanalist is to recover
plaintext from ciphertext and to get a specification of the
encipherment process. For the manager, only the second task is
important, as he did provide the plaintext himself. His aim in
uncovering the program specifications is to find inputs that,
when enciphered, will produce a favorable ciphertext, because
data in the ciphertext (e.g. net profits) will determine his
success.

Cryptographic theory distinguishes three types of cryptanalysis:

a) With ciphertext only

b) With corresponding plaintext and ciphertext

c) With chosen plaintext and corresponding ciphertext.

The manager can use a method somewhere between b and c, as he can
use only those inputs that do not produce decidedly unfavorable
results. Theory has shown that some cryptographic systems, e.g.
monoalphabetic ciphers, are trivially solvable this way. Also,
solving is not dependent on the length of the alphabet used; the
task caruiot be made more difficult by providing a large input
domain. We can also view the simulation from the point of view of
the auditor, who wants to reconstruct the plaintext from the
ciphertext. Especially, he wants to detect unauthorized inputs.
His methods are somewhere between a snd b because he can find the
inputs, but cannot completely rely on them. On the other hand,
the auditor has no need to predict what ciphertext will result
from hypothetical plaintext.
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However, we may assume that a simulation model which, when viewed
as a cryptographic system, is difficult for a manager, will also
be difficult for an auditor. The task of the game designer is
comparable to the task of the designer of a cryptographic system
that is used in training for cryptanalysis, i.e., a system that
can be solved with some effort.

Though the principles of cryptography are used in our
definitions, actual program construction in simulation is quite
different. The cryptanalysis we stimulate users to engage in,
will have to use side information from business studies. Thus,
neither the syntax of ciphertext and plaintext nor the
transforming algorithm can be defined freely. However, the
program space is large enough to allow difficult, but not
insoluble methods.

Example

In a production model products l..n are produced.in amounts
P1..P~. Amounts of production factors F1~ (j-1..m) are allotted
to the production of each product i. Pi is defined by a
production function:

P~ -f(F1~ ~ ..F1m )
A typical example, using constants C1 through CS , is:

Pi -min(C1.F11 ,CZ.FíZ 4C3.Fi3 ,C4.CSF14 )
The difficulty of analyzing such a function depends on the number
of production factors involved in the production of any product,
not in the number of products. However, it is possible that
inputs are not defined directly, but derived from other inputs,
e.g. a sequence of operations is defined that can result in
shortage of production factors. In that case interaction between
productions of different products results in functions that
cannot be reconstructed without collecting intermediate results.
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2.3 Selective reporting

Selective reporting implies that output is produced only if
specified by a Boolean function t. Accordingly, the output
procedure can be described as:

if t(P) then write(o(P))

t(P) Boolean function
o(P) Output procedure
P Current state

Calls to the output procedure can be controlled in three ways:

e) Explicit calls

Explicit calls to the output procedure are inserted in the
simulation program by the programmer. The programmer is free to
accumulate data in the simulation program and report those data
only after some specific event has occurred (e.g. at the end of a
day). This makes the granularity of reporting coarser than the
granularity of simulation.

b) Tracing

With tracing, the output procedure is called at each simulated
event. Thus the output granularity is equal to the simulation
granularity. In this case, the output is dependent on the
definition of an event. For example, when use of materials in
production causes the stock to fall below the reorder level, a
buying order will be given. If execution of the buying order is
entered into the event list, it will be classified as an event;
if it is incorporated in a directly called subroutine it will
not. In the latter case it can not call an output routine.
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A practical difficulty is that output should be defined on the
union of domains of all events, whereas explicit calls can define
output on the domain of a specific event.

c) Monitoring

A monitor interrupts the normal event sequence at moments
unrelated to the simulation of the object system. Consequently,
it can only report state data. Events that occurred since the
last monitor interrupt must be computed from state differences.
Monitoring is appropriate to measure the use of resources, where
interest is in the actual distribution of states, rather than the
events that cause a state change. For example, by repeatedly
trying to connect to a telephone, it is possible to compute how
long it is used, but not how many calls are made.

Although both monitoring and tracing may be preferred from a
theoretical point of view, Infogame output is implemented with
explicit calls. Output calls are written as:

possiblereport(firm,reportcode,description,quantity,price);

firm: Pointer to the reporting firm.
reportcode: Type of report (e.g. sale, start of production).
description: String describing event (e.g. product name).
quantity, price: Real numbers describing attributes of the event

(usually quantity and price).

Not ell actual parameters in a call must have meaningful values.
For example, in a production event, price will be irrelevant.
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3 The model

3.1 Consumer market

The consumer market in Infogeme simulates individual consumers
exercising demand for the products of the firms in the game. This
model has been chosen for several reasons. First, a large number
of individual sales has to be simulated anyhow, and simulation of
individual consumers is easier than computing an aggregate
distribution first and drawing individual events from it
afterwards. Second, as explained in section 2.1, an aggregate
distribution may well be difficult to compute analytically; so it
may still be necessary to simulate individual consumers to
compute the aggregate distribution function. Third, demand may
interact with production in a way that cannot be accounted for by
an aggregate function (e.g., demand for some products may not be
filled because of stockouts). Fourth, users not versed in
microeconomic theory may better understand rules describing
individusl consumer behavior (e.g. consumers choose the best
product they can afford), than functions describing global market
reections such as elasticity. However, there is an objection to
this approach. Because individual consumers are simulated,
players cannot directly use the results of microeconomic theory
or empirical research based on it. This may be a serious drawback
in an environment where practitioners regularly use such results.

From marketing mix instruments listed by textbooks [KOT86], only
product quality, price and advertising are implemented.
Distribution is left out because Infogame abstracts from spatial
dimensions, as inclusion of a real or fictional geography would
divert attention from the main features of the game. Promotional
efforts other than advertising (e.g. sales-force activities) are
included in advertising.

Fig. 3 gives a víew of the consumer model.
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Fig. 3: Overview of the model:
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Numbers in parentheses in Fig. 1 pertain tho the following
details:

1) Arrival on the market is governed by a Poisson process with
interarrivel time defined by the game administrator. A fairly
large number of individual consumers (100-1000) is simulated.
Each consumer exercises demand for the products of a single
industry, so there is no substitution between industries. For
each industry, the actual amount consumed is drawn from an
uniform distribution with the range defined by the game
administrator. The maximum price a consumer is willing to pay and
the maximum quality he takes into account are calculated from a
Pareto distribution with parameters set by the game
administrator:

n ,~
~mp1 ~ - b~ i

mql~ - (ln i)c~

mpi' Maximum price for consumer i in industry j.

mqi~ Maximum quality for consumer i in industry j.

n~ Total number of consumers in industry j.
b~ Base price (price every consumer can pay) in industry j.
c~ Constant denoting appreciation of high-quality products in

industry j, with appropriate values between 0.5 and 1.

2) The list of products is constructed by executing the
instructions from Fig. 4 for sll products in the industry.
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Fig. 4: Construct list of products:
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a) A consumer knows e product from advertising or because he or
one of his acqaintances recently bought it. The proportion of
consumers reached by advertising is equal to:

1 E~A
PA - ~1 - ~ )

c Zndex number of consumer
E Total advertising budget
A Advertising budget needed to attract one consumer, an
industry-specific constant defined by the game administrator.

It is assumed that advertising is always directed at the
Hppropriate target group only, i.e. consumers who are willing to
pay the price of the product. This implies that advertising for
low-priced products is directed at the population at large,
whereas advertising for high-priced products is directed at a
limited group. This is not unrealistic, as in practice a choice
must be made between mass media, such as television, and
selective media, such as specialized journals, trade shows and
direct mailing. In Infogame, this choice is not made explicit,
because selection of advertising media is not considered a task
for top management. There is a subtle difference between implicit
and explicit selection. A player who underestimates his target
market will allocate too low an amount for advertising. With
implicit selection, the proportion of consumers in the original
target group reached by advertising will be lower than expected
and consequently sales in that group may be lost. With explicit
selection, the audience will be restricted to the original target
group, and consumers outside this group will not be attracted to
the product.

b) A consumer will consider ell products for inclusion in the
list of possible products, with the exception of products priced
above his maximum price. Products not on stock may be included,
because some consumers will accept waiting for some products.
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Moreover, the producer has to be contacted to establish whether a
product is on stock. or to quote a delivery date. Although some
consumers will pay a considerable premium for a superior product,
there is no minimum quality, as most consumers will prefer low-
quality products to nothing.

c) For each product, the appreciation index is computed by the
formula:

A -
n

9

A Appreciatíon index.
q Corrected quality, i.e. the maximum of the actuel quality

of the product and the maximum quality taken into account
by this consumer.

p Price.
m,n Industry-specific constants, defined by the game

administrator; typical values are n-6, m-3.

d) Ultimately the consumer chooses a product from a list of pairs
(product identification, appreciation index~. The list may
contain all products in the industry, so it might seem
avantageous to condense it to a short list before proceeding with
the actual selection. However, as only a small number of
variables is considered anyway, this is not seen to have
significant advantages over direct selection.

3) A product is selected such that the probability that product i
will be chosen from a list containing n products is:

P -i
A i
n
~ A~

~:i
A1 Apprecistion index of product i.
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With longer lists (n)7), selection can be speeded up by using
binary search. However, complexity will remain linear anyway as
it is dominated by the computation of appreciation indices.
Moreover, deletion of list elements will enforce recomputation of
the cumulative distribution. Fig. 5 gives the probability that
consumers will choose product A from products A and B.

4) In the present version of Infogame, the quoted delivery date
is supplied by the player, who has to choose between the risk of
losing customers by quoting long lead times and the risk of
missing quoted delivery dates; in future versions, the
information system designed by the player will have to provide
delivery dates. If delivery dates are not kept, it is possible
that the consumer will not accept delivery. When production is to
order, the product cannot be sold on the consumer market, so it
will be dumped at the cost of materials. The delivery date that
is acceptabele for a consumer will be drawn from a uniform
distribution with parameters supplied by the game administrator.
Delivery and payment of products is discussed in section 3.~.
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3.2 Outline of production svstem

Production or operations management is an essential function of
every enterprise. Recently it has attracted renewed interest from
business schools [BUF83J. The main problem areas in production
management, explicitly listed in [ZIM75], but also found in
similar texts [BUF83,SCH82], are capacity, plant location, plant
leyout, capital budgeting, aggregate planning, inventory,
scheduling, and maintenance. From these, only plant location is
definitely absent from Infogame, because of its abstraction from
spatial dimensions. Scheduling ance are simulated by
the game program; the other five areas are subjects for player
decisions. Fig. 6 gives a graphical representation of entities
and relationships in the production system.
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Fig. 6: Outline of production system
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A process type or technology defines the number and type of
machines, the number of workers end the emount and type of
different materials needed to produce a specified number of units
of a given product. As detailed in section 3.3, new process types
are regularly supplied. To start production, a production line
applying a known technology must be installed, and machines,
materials and workers must be allocated to it. The term
"production line" is used for an instance of a technology; it can
denote an job shop as well as an assembly line. Actuel capacity
of e production line is computed by the formula:

Ca - Cp . min{1,
Wa M' M'

C' Actual capacity
Cp Capacity defined in process
W~ Actual number of workers
Wp Number of workers defined in process
Mi Actual number of machines of type i
Mp Number of machines of type i defined in process

Machines and workers allocated to a production line can be
trarsferred to another production line, but materials, once
allocated to a production line, must be used there. In each
industry, a player can define one or more products; the quality
of each product can be freely chosen. Production of a product
with a given quality may be scheduled on a production line with
equal or higher quality. A simple arrangement is to install a
single production line for each product. In this way, however,
advantages, such as economies of scale and planning flexibility.
are deliberately sacrificed for organizational simplicity.
Scheduling is discussed in detail in section 3.7. Production
orders either originate from consumer orders or they are entered
when stock falls below a player-defined level.

p, ...... . Ma ~
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3.3 Technical progress

Technical progress is the process by which new technologies are
made available to firms in the game. The existence of technical
progress ín an industry forces firms to continually review their
product mix and production facilities. For Infogame, the main
implication is that information systems should supply data to
support decisions on product and technology choice. In many games
technical progress stems from research and development expenses
by firms in the game. In Infogame, however, new technologies
drawn from a sequential list prepared by the game administrator
are made available to all firms in the game. This design was
chosen for the following reasons:

First, in the real world, firms in many industries experience
technical progress without doing much research themselves. A
prime example is the massive impact of computers in the banking
industry. Even in industries where large amounts are spent in R~.
D, such as the computer industry, for many firms research by
suppliers, resulting in new materials (e.g. VLSI chips), or
machines, are as least as important as results from their own
research.

Second, if technical progress is an autonomous process, its rate
can be specified by the game administrator; if it results from
player activities, it can be slowed down or stopped altogether,
thus removing some interesting features from the game.

Third, whereas the study of innovation diffusion has led to well-
founded models [BR081], the study of research and development as
an economic subject is in a less advanced stage [DUM86].

Finally, players in management games should make as few decisions
as possible; so it is an advantage if a decision on R~D can be
skipped.
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The implementation of technical progress is as follows: For each
industry, the game administrator supplies a list of technologies.
An entry for a technology contains the technology attributes
listed in section 3. 2 as well as a progress index. In each
industry, technologies 1 through k are available to firms, such
that:

P~
i

0
i ~1 Pl ) i

Progress index for process j.
period number.

In this way, the game edministrator has complete control over
technical progress. For example, if P~ - 1 for all j, one new
technology is made available each period.

3.4 Labor

In Infogame, implementation of labor relations is explicit. With
implicit implementation, the number of workers is derived from
data on other activities. A change in activities, especially a
change in production level, implies a change in the number of
workers. An increase in personnel causes a lower productivity
because of learning; a decrease entails expenses for compensation
of dismissed workers. Implicit implementation provides a rather
coarse model of labor relations. Especially, it cannot model the
success of a firm on the labor market, which is essential for the
attainment of production goals.

Labor relations influence company activities in two ways. First,
they have an impact on productivity. For a general model, it is
not important whether low productivity is caused by absenteeism
or by low productivity of workers actually present; both are
represented by a single productivity index. Second, labor
relations influence a firm's ability to attract and retain
personnel.
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Although a strike, especially a company-wide one, may have a
large impact on company affairs, and may influence labor
relations for a long time after, strikes are not implemented in
Infogame. Fírst, the duration of a strike is normally much
shorter than a simulated game period, so the outcome of a strike
should be decided during a round. Second, whereas it is easy to
model the stakes of an employer in strike negotiations, it is
very difficult to model the motivations of the opposing labor
officials. Consequently, human players acting as labor officials
would have to rely on role-playing.

Description of our model

In our model persons outside the labor force enter it as
unemployed workers. All unemployed workers and a part of all
employed workers are attracted to new job opportunities. Both
employers and employees have to give notice some time before
employment is actually terminated. We assume that the terms are
equal for employer and worker and are fixed by the employer. To
account for this timelag two special states are defined, i.e.
"fired but still working" and "hired but still working
elsewhere". It should also be noted that the model recognizes the
state "not in labor force", but does not actually register
persons outside the labor force. Consequently, the number of
persons entering or leaving the labor force is determined only by
the number of employed and unemployed workers, not by the number
of persons outside the labor market. The game administrator can
set parameters to represent an open or a closed labor market. In
an open market ample job opportunities will readily attract
workers currently outside the labor force, and high unemployment
will cause withdrawals from the labor force. A closed market may
experience prolonged worker shortage or continuous high
unemployment. Fig. 7 gives the model.
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Fig. 7: Labor Market model.
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The model makes the following assumptions:

a) A person who joins the labor force starts unemployed, but he
may be employed immediately, because the model computes the
addition to the labor force before the hiring of new workers.

b) Unemployed workers join an employer as soon as they are hired.
Employed workers join a new employer only after finishing their
term with their present employer.

c) Employers can fire a worker only after a fixed term.

d) Both employed and unemployed persons can leave the labor force
at any moment, but no one will do this while changing jobs.
Employed workers do not go into voluntary unemployment.

Transitions in the model (see the letters in Fig ~) are:

A,B) Unemployed persons joining or leaving the labor force.

The number of persons joining and leaving the labor force depends
on the number of unemployed and the number of open positions. The
game administrator can determine the reaction speed of the labor
market.

C) Working persons leaving the labor force.

This is dependent on the number of persons actually employed.
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D,G,H,J) New workers hired.

An employer can hire unemployed persons, persons who are fired by
an employer (including himself) and persons actually employed by
other firms. The employer's success is determined by the labor
market model proper, which will be detailed later. The player
determines the number of workers he wants to hire. Employment of
unemployed workers or recall of workers previously fired takes
place immediately.

F,K) Workers fired or not hired.

We assume that an employer having too many workers first stops
hiring. If workers already hired are still employed by another
firm, they are considered fired by their former employer. The
number of workers fired is determined by the player.

E) Persons losing employment.

Workers who are made redundant and are not hired during the
redundancy term, become unemployed.

I) Persons joining a firm.

Workers hired away from another firm start with their new
employers after serving their term with their present employer.

The labor market proper

T'he labor market operates in four stages as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8: Labor Market proper
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1) The number of (employed or unemployed) persons whose attention
is drawn to the vacancies depends on the amount spent for
recruitment by the employer. This is computed by the formula:

A - 1- o.99Tic

A Proportion of workers whose attention is drawn.
T Expenses for recruitment, derived from the number of
vacancies.
C Cost of reaching lx of potential workers.

This formula guarantees diminishing returns of recruitment
expenses and a limit of 100 x to exposure.

2) A prospective worker whose attention is caught by the
employer, will always apply for the job if unemployed or recalled
by his present employer. Note that a recall pertains to a worker
who has been fired but is still employed, which differs from
American usage where workers are fired immediately and may be
recalled later from unemployment. For a worker employed by
another employer, the probability that he will apply is equal to:

s l
max 0, R(i - ` )js J

R Response index, a constant C 1.
s~ Satisfaction index for the current employer

P

sp Satisfaction index for the prospective employer
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Application of this formula shows that a worker only applies for
jobs with employers who have a higher satisfaction index. To
account for the fact that some workers switch from A to B, while
at the same time other workers switch from B to A, actual values
of s and s are drawn from distributions with mean S and Sc p c p
respectively, where S~ and Sp result from employers behavior.

3) If an employer has more vacancies than applications, he offers
a job to every applicant; otherwise he selects one applicant for
every vacancy. In this way the employer adopts a cautious policy,
as he is not certain that all job offers will be accepted.
Recalls are always preferred over new hirings. Moreover, an
employer can discriminate between three classes of prospective
workers: unemployed persons, redundant workers still working
elsewhere, and other employed workers. Contrary to American
usage, we assume that unemployed workers have no preference for
their last employer.

4) A worker who has more than one job offer can choose which one
he will accept. His choice is determined by the relative
satisfaction indices. The worker does not sutomatically prefer a
recall over a move to another job.
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3.5 Machines

A machine functions only because it is part of a production line.
A technology specifies the machine type and the number of units
that should be installed in a production line applying it. The
player decides on the acquisition of a machine and its ellocation
to a production line. He also may decide to scrap a machine; a
machine may be scrapped at any time during a round, but is will
not be scrapped while employed on a job; in this way it will not
be necessary to recompute production time. If a machine is in
repair when it is scrapped, the repair order is canceled. This
reflects usual practice, where a machine is not repaired if
scrapping is planned.

Machines are not subject to economic aging by themselves.
However, all technologies using a certain type of machine may age
and this implies aging of that machine type. Technical aging is
implemented by an increase of the MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failures) and he MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) after each round.
Initial values and rates of increase for MTBF and MTTR for each
machine type are set by the game administrator.

Machine failure

Failure of a machine entails loss of capacity as well as repair
costs. Our model allows machine breakdowns only after a job has
been finished. This simplification can be explained as follows.
In the real world, a machine breakdown may occur at any time,
with breakdown times exponentially distributed. A machine that
breaks down when employed on an urgent job, will be replaced by a
machine that is either idle or employed on a less urgent job. So
either the least urgent job that actually uses this type of
machine will be finished later, or e job that will use it will
have to wait longer before starting. This rescheduling is the
task of a low-level manager; consequently, in Infogame it should
be included in the simulation.
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For each job, total time in the system is composed of waiting
time before the first start, operation time, and interrupt time
or waiting time after the first start. If machine failure is not
detected during a job, interrupt time will disappear and waiting
time before the first start will grow. A simulation study has
shown no significant differences in the distribution of total
waiting time for the two models, so the simple model (failures do
not occur during the use of a machine) was chosen.

3.6 Materials

Infogame distinguishes a number of different types of materials,
each denoted by an integer number. For descriptive purposes, the
type of material is equivalent to the quality of a finished
product. Every process defines the types of material and the
quantities needed to produce a unit of the product. For each type
of material, the game administrator defines suppliers and their
characteristics. The player defines the order level, the order
quantity and a nonempty list of suppliers for each type of
material. If this list contains more than one supplier, orders
are allotted to suppliers in round robin fashion. After ordering,
the selected supplier will respond after a normally distributed
delay. No further orders for the same material will be issued
before the supplier responds, either by delivery or by refusing
to deliver. A supplier will not deliver to a firm with debts over
a limit defined by the game administrator. Because payments are
made sutomatically as long as cash or credit is available, non-
payment is a sign of serious trouble, which normally cannot be
repaired during a round. A player has to state as a general rule
whether he will take credit from suppliers or pay cash. His
choice will depend on his cash position and the suppliers' credit
terms.
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When a supplier has responded, a firm may reorder immediately.
This will happen particularly if the supplier did not deliver for
financiel reasons. In that case a firm will try all suppliers
until it finds one who still extends credit. After delivery,
materials are stored without handling cost in a general warehouse
with unlimited capacity. When needed, materials are assigned to a
specific production line. As some production lines may haven been
stopped because of lack of materials, delivery of materials may
trigger restarting production on those production lines. Because
of a change in production processes, some materials may become
superfluous. In that case, first the reorder level should be set
to zero, and second the remaining stock will have to be dumped.
Dumping will be done at a fixed percentage of the current price.

Of course, problems of material valuation are left entirely to
the information system built by the player. A number of problems
in materials planning are ignored in Infogame. First, in a given
production line, it is not possible to replace materials by
materials of a different type. Second, ell products on a
production line use the same materials, so shortage of materials
caru~ot influence the planning process. Third, there is no
qualitative difference between materials from different sources,
so there is no need to keep track of the use of materials in
products. Fourth, the firms in the game do not produce materials
themselves, so there is no "make or buy" or "process or sell"
decision.
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3.7 Final products

A product is identifieer permanent
attributes of a product are its industry and its quality.
Permanent attributes are defined by the player on introduction. A
product may be retired from the market when its stock is sold
out. A product must be produced on a suitable production line,
i.e. s production line applying a technology in the same industry
with a quality that is equal to or higher than the defined
quality of the product. Accordingly, the relation between
products and production lines is n:n, i.e., a product may be
produced by several production lines and a production line may
produce several products. The player can restrict the use of
production lines to facilitate scheduling.

Production is started by a production order. If delivery is from
stock, a production order is initiated when stock falls below a
player-specified level. When production is to order only, a
consumer order is directly translated into a production order.
For any product, the first production line not in use is chosen.
If any materials needed for this production line are not
available, no effort is made to produce the product on a
production line that uses different types of materials. As stated
in section 3.6, the production line will be started again as soon
as materials arrive. Otherwise, materials will be allocated to
the production line as needed. The length of the production run
in days is equal to the quotient of the order amount and the
actual capacity of the production line as defined in section 3.2.
When a production line becomes available after a job, a
production order is started for a suitable product where the
stock has fallen below the specified level or where unfilled
consumer orders exist. Thus, production orders are not explicitly
queued for specific production lines.
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If a production order has been finished, there are two
possibilities. If production is to order only, the first
corresponding consumer oder will be met. If production is for
stock, the stock will be replenished, and it will be used first
to fill current backorders. When a producer tries to fill a
backorder, the actual delivery date will be compared with the
last acceptable date; if it is too late, the deal will be
canceled. When production is to order only, this entails a
serious loss, because the product cannot be sold elsewhere. If
production is also for stock, the result is lost sales only.

It is clear that this scheduling model is rather coarse and
inefficient. This is mainly motivated by ease of implementation,
but it has the added advantage of forcing players to give the
necessary attention to major planning decisions, as, contrary to
real-world practice, errors (such as assigning insufficient
production capacity to fast selling products) will not be
corrected by lower level management. In future versions of
Infogame, scheduling may be a prime focus for introducing player
designed algorithms; this is in line with the growing interest in
the application of Artificial Intelligence to planning and
scheduling problems [FOX85,SHA85J.

The stock level used for reorder decisions includes orders in
process. Order level and order quantity are defined for each
product by the player. Thus, a high-quality production line
producing both high-quality and low-quality products, may be
occupied by production runs for low-quality products; this
increases the optimal order quantity and order level for high-
quality products. Priorities are not supported; scheduling of
products for production lines is on a round-robin base.
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3.8 Finance

The player has to arrange long-term loans and a credit limit with
the bank. Within this limit all payments are made sutomatically.
The main events which make a firm pay or receive money are:

Receipts.

Sale of products

Expenses~

Materials
Wages
Repairs
Machines
Finance costs (interest)
Accounting costs

Contrary to conventional management games, accounting costs in
Infogame are influenced by player decisions, because a firm has
to pay for items the playehooses to report.

Lack of cash (or credit) may have the following results:

Nondelivery of materials
Nondelivery of machines
Failure of repairmen to turn up
Workers leaving

If a firm is in serious financial trouble, the game administrator
should act as a receiver. To facilitate post-mortem
investigations, reporting is never halted for financial reasons.
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3.9 Simulation accountin~

As stated before, the player has to do all financial accounting
on the base of reports from the simulation. However, operations
are based on operational accounting data inside the simulation.
In the real world, such data are derived either from external
sources (e.g. bank statements) or from inventory taking. The only
exception are consumer orders, which must be registered in the
office. The Infogame simulation program uses a list of consumer
orders in the same way as a stock level variable. However, it is
is not possible to taken an inventory of this list, as it would
based on (supposedly nonexistent) operational accounting. A
player who wants to inventory consumer orders must have them
reported separately.

3.10 Inventory taking

Inventory taking is done on demand at the end of a predefined
period. In effect, all variables that can be inventoríed are
state variables derived from operational accounting. Inventories
may concern:

Cash: Amount of cash.
Materials:Amount of each type of material. This excludes
materials allocated for current production orders and
materials on order.
Products: Finished products in stock for each type of product.
Machines: Classified by machine type. The report distinguishes

machine being repaired.
Workers: Number of workers. Actual productivity of workers

cannot be reported directly; it should be computed from
production data.
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All inventory taking entails costs, except the cash inventory,
which is free. Inventory data can also be computed independently
from event data. Computing an inventory both ways is meaningful
for control only; otherwise a preference for inventory taking
over accounting from event data will be motivated by cost.

4 Implementation characteristics

4.1 Choice of proAramming language

Pascal is chosen as the implementation language for Infogame
because we think it is the best language for which
implementations are currently available on a wide range of
computers. The prototype is bedeveloped in Turbo-Pascal on an
IBM-PC. This is not perfectly portable to other computers, but
the program will have to be changed anyhow if it is ported from a
microcomputer to a mainframe or minicomputer (e.g, to allow
simultaneous input from firms, which is not possible on a
standard PC). We would have preferred a language with better
facilities for the definition of abstract data types, but the
main characteristics of Pascal, (its procedurality and the
prevalence of inemory assignment) are not seen as disadvantages.
Limitations in memory space and processing speed are seen as a
continuous reminder to keep it simple [KLE86].

4.2 Input data

For all input data appropriate screens are used. Checking is done
on syntax and completeness only. In the real world, checking of
instructions is dependent on the style of leadership. This might
be the subject of a separate class of games that allows the
player to decide how he wants to behave. With suthoritarian
behaviour, no error correction will occur, with democratic
behaviour, errors may be corrected, but at the same time, sound
decisions may be prevented or postponed.
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In the present version of Infogame, we assume authoritarian
behaviour. The main task of the input program is to convert
screen data to internal formats.

4.3 Data structure

The data structure in Infogame is based on the entity-
relationship model [CHE76], with entities like machines and
products and relationships such as "may use" end "assigned to".
In memory, entities are represented by records accessible by
pointers. Relationships are represented by bidirectional pointers
as in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9; Pointers representing relationships.
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The 1:1 relation will be used as en illustration for a detailed
comparison of the use of pointers and the relational approach. In
the relational approach relations are defined as:

A B

X N N y

Given a tuple in A we select the value of Y in the corresponding
tuple of B with the SQL expression:

SELECT Y FROM B WHERE N-A.N

Conversely we select the value of X from A with:

SELECT X FROM A WHERE N-B.N

In a Pascal-like language A and B may be represented by linked
lists that are referenced by their roots. In that case Y and X
can be found, respectively, by:

Y:-lookup(N,RootofB)T.Y;
X:-lookup(N,RootofA}T.X;

This, however, cannot be implemented in (standard) Pascal,
because lookup is a generic function. Thus a multitude of
separate, but highly similar lookup functions should be defined.

In contrast, the implementation with pointers is straightforward:

A B
X PB ~ I i I PA 1

Y:-PBT.Y;
X:-PAT.X;
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Effectively, this representation uses T as a generic operator for
pointer types. On the other hand, though the need to use a number
of different update procedures is a disadvantage, updating of
relations is easier and less error prone than updating oF
pointers.

An indication of the number of possible errors is given by the
number of invariants in the program. These are given by the
following rules, ell applying to nonnull pointers (representing
entities with nonnull relationships) only:

Rules for 1:1 relations:

To assert pointers match pointers in the opposite direction:

v a E A,b E B: a.PB-b ~-~ b.PA-a

From (1), it can be proven that the relation is 1:1:

v a E A: -3 c E A: ( c~ a~ c.PB - a.PB)

v b E B: -3 c E B:( c~ b ~ c.PA - b.PA)

Rules for l:n relations:

First we recursively define L(b), the list originating in b:

L(b)-{c E B:(c - b ~ 3 d E B:(d E L(b) ~ c- d.NEXT)
~,3 h E B:(h ~ b ~ b E L(h)))}

Now, to assert a link matches a pointer in the opposite
direction:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

e a E A, b E B. c E L(b): a.PB - b ~-) c.PA - a (5)
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From (4) and ( 5) it can be proven that the relation is 1 to n:

vaEA: -3cEA: ( c~a~c.PB-a.PB) (6)

And also that:

v a E A: -3 c E A:(c x a ~ c.PB E L(s.PB)) (~)

d b,c E B: c.PA ~ b.PA ~ 3 d E B:(c E L(d) n b E L(d)) (8)

Rules for n:n rela~ions:

An n:n relation between entity sets A and B is decomposed into a
l:n relation between A and M and a l:n relation between B and M,
where M is e virtual relation containing pointers only, in the
style of a Codasyl link record. Thus invariant rules can be
derived from the rules for l:n relations.

Assertion of invariants should occur with any addition or
deletion of an entity, and with any change in a relationship. The
lack of a facility to define an abstract data type which
sutomatically guarantees such invariants is one of the main
disadvantages of Pascal.

Because pointer structures cannot be stored in files as such,
data are stored in the usual relational format, with conversion
done at reading and writing time. Because all data are regularly
stored on file, there is no need for garbage collection.
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Event list

Although more efficient techniques have been developed, (e.g.,
splay trees [SLE85]) the event list is structured as a heap,
which is a simple method guaranteeing 0(n log N) storage time for
events [JON86]. Event records (with variants for different types
of events) are stored on the Pascal heap; pointers to event
records are manipulated in an array in global memory. To prevent
memory overflow, space allocated to the event list is reused when
possible. Once entered in the event list, an event cannot be
deleted before the planned time; instead a boolean can be set to
signalthe event should not be executed. The event list may
contain events occuring after the end of a period. Consequently
it will be stored at the end of a period and read from file at
the start of a period.

4.4 Pro~ram structure

The Infogame system is divided into two programs: Infinput and
Infomark.

Infinput accepts all player inputs as described in section 4.2.
Moreover it deals with activities not calling for interaction
with other players, like R~D and investment. Infinput is
subdivided into a number of procedures, each centering on the
input on a specific screen.

Infomark simulates the actual operation of companies and markets
as directed by data from Infinput. The main subroutine of
Infomark interpretes the next event from the event list and calls
the appropriate subroutine. Types of events were described in
section 3.
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